
Labels have become an integral part of a person's
identity in today's society. The labels we wear on our
bodies influence how others see us and how we see
ourselves. Today, we live in a society that tries to fit
people into perfect little boxes. We categorize people
the moment we see them. In our society, labels are
essential since it is difficult to comprehend things that
do not fit into predetermined boxes. On the other
hand, the language of gender has been changing at a
rapid pace. Many of the gender stereotypes we know
today have not always been present in human
society; instead, they have been recently introduced
to our modern society as a by-product of colonialism. 

Let Me Hold You, features five French upcoming
artists who are address topics of queerness, love,
gender, and transgender rights through their voices,
experiences, and artistic expression. These artists
share a rich inner life that offers the world new
understandings of gender and sex, as well as our
identities and expressions. Among the paintings and
photographs on display in this exhibition will be
some early works from the careers of our artists as
well as a few recent works. It is our hope that our
exhibit will serve as a platform for sharing stories,
allowing voices to be heard, creating awareness and
community, and promoting change through sharing
stories. 

About Us 



I don't quite remember where I met this 
girl. She had studied textile design, she 
was a sexworker when I met her but had 
kept a taste for weaving yarn, which I 
think she preferred to the more classic 
shibari. She came to my house one 
afternoon and turned me into a creature 
of ropes and eyes. She left, she was living 
on a houseboat.

MAÏC BAXANE

A possible escape from Courbet's L'Origine 
du Monde. Because the famous artist has 
painted a sex that does not exist, a 
performance of cisgender heterosexual 
pussy, a female sex from which nothing 
exceeds, a fantasized and constructed 
genitalia...which is still today yet 
presented as anatomically realistic. (Work 
in collaboration with my model and 
partner Ju.)

10 years ago, on January 1, 2012, it was a
few weeks after the very painful end of a
long love affair of 7 years, in a hangover I
bathed in icy water before pissing in the
Mediterranean, under the gaze of walkers
bundled up on the ledge. Since then,
there have been many other losses and
wonderful finds of love, my story with
Marseille is worthy of the most toxic of
dramagouines, and I also have a lot more
tattoos.

C'est Marseille BB (Le 
Pisse-Debout), 30x40 
cm, Oil pastels, 2022

La Fin du Monde (Ceci 
N'est Pas Une Chatte), 

21x25 cm, drawing with 
"scratch paint" on 
acetate sheet, 2021

And meanwhile, Batman 
and the Prince, 42 x 42 

cm, Original hand drawing 
(black ink), DTP, 4 color 

screen printing, 2019

Just another fanfiction.

Vagina Dentata, 
29.7x42 cm, Original 
hand drawing (black 

ink), 2017

Between castrating danger, passive emptiness, 
heart of the Sacred Feminine, the representations 
and stereotypes of the SexOfTheWoman™ follow 
one another, contradict each other without 
changing the paradigm; so, how to exist with a 
constantly re-assigned and essentialized sex? In 
my work, explicit representation is central. I 
sweep away the representation of the so-called 
"feminine" sex, its contemporary construction as a 
hole-slit, I question its neo-esoteric glorification, I 
amuse myself with its devouring and dangerous 
hints, that are tired mythological and 
psychoanalytical remnants.

Les Cordes 
Sensibles, 20x30 
cm, Oil pastels, 

2022

Je Peux pas J'ai Poney,
32.5x40 cm, drawing with
"Posca gratté" on plate,
DTP, black screen printing
on different papers, 2021

A hermaphroditic centaur and their lover
kiss in the moonlight. The drawing is also
a tribute to the pastiche wikipedia page on
"Centaur Sexuality", written like a very
serious scientific article.

OCÉANE FELD

This series offers a true glimpse 
into the diversity of skins and 
bodies, those outside the norms 
of society. They are sincere and 
poignant testimonies about the 
image of ourselves, our 
traumas, and our experiences.

"Écorces" 

Untitled 1, From the 
series “Ecores”, 21x30 
cm, fim photography, 

2022

Untitled 2, From the series 
“Ecores”, 21x30 cm, film 

photography, 2022

Untitled 3, From the series 
“Ecores”, 21x30 cm, film 

photography, 2022

Untitled 4, From the series 
“Ecores”, 21x30 cm, film 

photography, 2022
Untitled 5, From the series 
“Ecores”, 21x30 cm, film 

photography, 2022

French (b.1984), Lives and works in Paris, France French (b.1999), Lives and works in Thionville, France 



Untitled 6, From 
the series “Ecores”, 

21x30 cm, film 
photography, 2022

Untitled 8, From the 
series “Ecores”, 
21x30 cm, film 

photography, 2022

Through the series "Queer" French based photographer
Océane hopes to leave evidence of her existences and
testimonies in a society that seeks to silence and isolate queer
people. Being neither cisgender, nor straight, having grown
up without representation, it was necessary to create this
series which particularly resonates with the artist.

"Queer"

Untitled 9, From the series “Queer”, 21x30 cm, film photography, 2022

"Journal de bord"
Series "Journal de bord" is a reflection of the artists personal
testimony and documents her daily life. It allows Océane to see
her evolution, to transcribe her emotions in the moment.
In a general way, she desires to offer the possibility to everyone
to identify themselves through her photographs. To open our
eyes to bodies and identities that we don't want to see and that
we still continue to violate and discriminate against. We need
these representations and that's why she work on all these
series, because even if they are all different, they carry a
common message: “that of affirmation."

Untitled 10, From the series "Journal de bord" 21x30 cm, film 
photography, 2021

Roméo

"The Divine Transgressions"
To defy the forbidden, to question our relationship to the
sacred, to love each other, to transgress...
The transgression is put in abyme at multiple levels, to invest
a forbidden space via the urban exploration (urbex), to put
itself in danger there by stripping, and well on to expose
sensualities, sexualities queer in a space which is by essence
prohibited to them. However, this series goes beyond the
simple transgressive aspect. It claims our existence and
celebrates our identities, it questions our relationship to the
sacred. 

By giving to see these loves, by imposing them and by 
exposing them to the glance of the world it is a 
question of participating in a collective step of creation 
of a queer iconography.

Untitled 1, From the series 
“Les Divines Transgressions”, 

50x60 cm, photography, 
2022

 

Untitled 2, From the series 
“Les Divines Transgressions”, 
50x60 cm, photography, 2022

 

Untitled 3, From the series “Les 
Divines Transgressions”, 50x60 

cm, photography, 2022
 Untitled 4, From the series 

“Les Divines Transgressions”, 
50x60 cm, photography, 2022

Untitled 5, From the series 
“Les Divines Transgressions”, 
50x60 cm, photography, 2022

Untitled 7, From 
the series “Ecores”, 

21x30 cm, film 
photography, 2022

French (b.1989), Lives and works in Rennes, France



Tamsir Soumaré

This series consists of 7 paintings that that question the
representations of the human body. A criticism of patriarchal
society through a critical point of view on the sexualization of
these bodies. The bodies without identity are only seen through
the lens of society, a collective memory without shades. The
bodies of these women have been worshipped, or sometimes
classified as freaks, preserved in human zoos, or literally
displayed in museums as objects. 

"Bodies from Memories"

Untitled 6, From the series “Les 
Divines Transgressions”, 50x60 

cm, photography, 2022

Untitled 7, From the series “Les 
Divines Transgressions”, 50x60 

cm, photography, 2022

Bodies 1, 43x64.5 
cm, acrylic and 
chinese ink on 

cardboard, 2022 

Bodies 3, 43x55 cm, 
acrylic and chinese 
ink on cardboard, 

2022

Bodies 2, 43x55 
cm, acrylic and 
chinese ink on 

cardboard, 2022 

Bodies 4, 55x44 cm,
acrylic and chinese ink on 

cardboard, 2022  

Bodies 5, 43x64.5 cm, 
acrylic and chinese ink on 

cardboard, 2022 

Zoé Bernardi 

David and Alex the dog, 
60x60 cm, photography, 

2021

Loren in my bed, 50x50 
cm, film photography, 2021 

Upside down Loren 
and I, 30x37 cm, 

photography, 2021

Metaux Lourds after 
the fly, 30x37 cm, 

photography, 2022  

David and Alex is a portrait 
of two men, Alex, the one 
wearing a leather dog hood, 
and the other one, David, 
looking straight at the 
camera.

This is a black and white 
selfportrait of myself and a 
friend of mine, Loren. I’m 
upside down, suspended by 
my led and we’re hugging 
each other.

Loren is laying on my 
bed, naked, her eyes 
half-closed. Her skin is 
white like milk, the day 
is softly ending…

This is a portrait of Métaux Lourd, a
friend of mine, completly tied up on
the ground. She smiles. This photo
was taken after action, after the pain.

French (b.1999), Lives and works in Caen, France

French (b. 2000), Lives and works in Paris,France



English "At a young age, I tagged along with my mother to places all over India in her pursuit to acquire and 
appreciate art. Through the years, I have realized that Art is much more than what meets the eye. It’s a conveyance 
of much more than physical representations. Great art invokes great things in the viewers and the artist." With ‘Let 
Me Hold You’, Shivani intends to create a space for a rich inner life that offers the world new understandings of 

gender, sex, identity, and expression. To realize this, we must engage with the topic of gender. This exhibition will 
provide a critical space to discuss gender, love, trans issues, and LGBTQ+ inclusion in today's society.”

 
Shivani is a native of Goa, India. In 2016, she moved to Paris to complete her undergraduate degree in Art History 
and Psychology at the American University of Pairs. As of October 2021, she is attending a dual degree program at 
IESA (L'école Internationale des métiers de la culture et du marché de l'art) and Paris School of Business. "Let Me 
Hold You was made possible by our incredible artists, donors, and partners. Without your generous contributions, 

none of this would have been possible. Thank you."
 
 

Curator, Shivani Verneakr 



Contact Us
 

  +33769081154
          letmeholdyou2023@gmail.com

   https://letmeholdyou.org/
 letmeholdyouexhibition
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